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¯

The bald head becomes you

Face of rotten boy

Child Woman fondling testicles

Lacquering

Old woman running away

kataa—

Gorilla using Pomegranate teeth

Stand and go with     Boat     Head

Child beating chest

Swimming in the ocean

legs pata pata [ flapping ]

Large brush small brush

run away meandering

put on the hair pin and katanSpinning inside the bucket

Makeup

1

Child buried in blankets lick fingers

seaweedsidestroke

View from above Oigawa [ peeping tom ]

View from above Palsied person walking on all fours

patan [sound of something shutting ]

Seaweed swim with large strokes dive under using feathers

Collect seaweed dive under

Lapping waves

Seaweed forward crawl

get on the rocks

Feathers on the waist

from the pinky finger thumb

trace the outline of the face
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PSYCHOLOGY

Stand up with dead cylindrical tree

Peacocks already in place when curtains rise

Dissecting Picasso with face of Idiot

Sober

Come around and confess

Person of light Orpheus

left

Child

Line: “ You know it ”

Hyakki Yagyō in the swamp

Peacocks  4 iterations

Taxidermy of gabu

Taxidermy of gabu [ Noh mask ]

Intense Gorilla Lotus

Rotation of soldiers

left

en face

lightly

unison

Engage with the material of dolls and stand

Masked peacock   2 steps

Fautrier

Hand of the box

Thousand-armed Kannon – Grape hands

Spring — Rhythm

4 iterations

4 iterations

right

Being captured

Capture

Seated

en face

Balloon

¯Yajirobe [ balancing toy ]

Person who plays shogi [ Japanese chess ]¯
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Part

Sit with Crying woman

Handkerchief

Groom in May

Sweep with broom

Edo Idiot

Horn of a bull

Put hand to mouth

Old man scarecrow

Old woman

Stick 1

1

2

2

3

3

Woman of the pubic hair

Dog reflected in mirror

Silver needle monster of Goya

Portrayed monkey

Old woman

used by each person

insect-eaten and unraveled

Goya body completely within the body

sit

Walking Idiot

Water buffalo  1 iteration

Fatsia leaf

[ … ]

horn

Decayed

Enter the

pull beard

Fautrier

body as if

eyes upward, wide open

Old woman

a thin thread

while feathers float up

sit


